
Nehmen Sie ein Maßband und legen Sie es an der breitesten Stelle Ihrer 
Fingerknöchel, um die Hand. Dabei lassen Sie bitte den Daumen außen vor. 
Jetzt können Sie anhand der Umrechnungstabelle Ihre Handschuhgröße 
ermitteln. 
Rechtshänder messen rechts, Linkshänder links. 

Take a measuring tape and place it around your hand on the broadest part of 
the knuckles. Be sure to exclude the thumb. 
Now you can determine your glove size by means of the conversion table 
below. 
Right handers measure with their right, left handers with their left hand. 

           
Damen / Ladies          
Handumfang    17,5 19 20 21,5 22,5       
hand circumference in cm                   

Handschuhgröße / glove size   
6   

1/2 7 
7   

1/2 8 
8   

1/2       
                    
           
Herren / Gents          
Handumfang    20,3 21,6 23 24,3 25,7 27 28,5 30  
hand circumference in cm                    

Handschuhgröße / glove size   
7   

1/2 8 
8   

1/2 9 
9   

1/2 10 
10   
1/2 11  

                     
           

Gloves - Simply determine the right size

Take a measuring tape and place it around your hand on the broadest 
part of the knuckles. Be sure to exclude the thumb.

Now you can determine your glove size by means of the conversion 
table below. Right handers measure with their rigth, left handers 
with their left hand.

If you’ve opted for a synthetic leather glove, there’s little you have to 
look out for. Simply wash the glove at 30° C in the washing machine 
and he let them air dry. (if it is an “A touch of magic tack”, remove the 
patches from the glove before washing). However, if you have decided 
on a leather glove, there are a few small things to look out for because 
perspiration and other debris can make the leather of your gloves dry 
and brittle, but the wrong cleaning of the glove can do pretty much the 
same. But do not worry, this should not be a problem with this short 
guide). Simply put on your gloves and use a mild leather detergent with 
lukewarm (rather cold) water and wash the glove as if you were wash-
ing your hands. 
Never brush or scrub! In case of darker colorings, dye might slightly 
bleed out, which will not affect the overall color of the glove. Rinse 
well, squeeze gently (never wring) pull into shape and hang them up to 
dry. Take care that your gloves stay away from any kind of heat such as 
dryer, heater, hairdryer or direct sunlight because that would make the 
glove dry and brittle. As soon as your gloves are almost dry, put them on 
and knead to restore their softness and shape.
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Ladies Hand circumference in cm

Gents Hand circumference in cm

How to clean a (leather) glove properly

How to measure


